Abstract. The automated generation of multimedia reports for timevarying scenes on the basis of visual data constitutes a challenging research g o a l with a high potential for many i n teresting applications. In this paper, we report on our work towards an automatic commentator system for RoboCup, the Robot World-Cup Soccer. Rocco (RoboCupCommentator) is a prototype system that has emerged from our previous work on high-level scene analysis and intelligent m ultimedia generation. Based on a general conception for multimedia reporting systems, we d escribe the initial Rocco version which i s i n tended to generate TV-style live reports for matches of the simulator league.
Introduction
Intelligent robots able to form teams and play soccer games are the outspoken vision of the Robot World-Cup Soccer (RoboCup) program which has been initiated by Kitano 12] in order to revitalize and foster research in AI and robotics. From a research point of view the RoboCup program stands for a numberofchallenges such a s a g e n t and multiagent systems, real-time recognition, planning and reasoning, behavior modeling and learning, etc.
The realization of an automated reporting system for soccer games is the long-term vision of a research activity called Soccer which started in 1986 at University of the Saarland as part of the Vitra (Visual Translator) project. The research c hallenges addressed in Vitra-Soccer include the qualitative i nterpretation of a continuous ow of visual data, and the automated generation of a running report for the scene under consideration. Short sections of video recordings of soccer games have been chosen as a major domain of discourse since they o er interesting possibilities for the automatic interpretation of visual data in a restricted domain. Figure 1 shows a screen hardcopy o f t h e r s t Vitra-Soccer prototype which w as implemented in 1988 3] . In the early 90's the focus of interest moved towards the combination of techniques for scene interpretation 3, 7{9] and plan-based multimedia presentation design which has been addressed by DFKI 2, 5] . This was a crucial move i n Vitra-Soccer since it opened the door to an interesting new type of computer-based information system that provides highly exible access to the visual world 4]. Vice versa, the broad variety of commonly used presentation forms in sports reporting provides a fruitful inspiration when investigating methods for the automated generation of multimedia reports.
Fig. 1. The basic windows of the rst Vitra-Soccer system
Apparently, the combination of both visions brings into mind the automated reporter that presents and comments soccer games played by robots. But is it worth at all to spend e ort on building such a reporting system? From the point of view of Vitra-Soccer the answer is clearly yes, because RoboCup provides an excellent testbed for both, high-level interpretation of time-varying scenes and the automated generation of multimedia presentations for conveying recognized events.
The rst part of this contribution describes the Vitra-Soccer conception for transforming visual data into multimedia presentations such as TV-style live reports. This conception also forms the basis for the RoboCup commentator system Rocco which will be presented in more detail in the subsequent sections.
From Visual Data to Multimedia Presentations
The automatic description of a time-varying scene by generating elaborated multimedia reports from sensory raw data constitutes a multistage process. In the following, we describe a decomposition of the transformation process into maintainable subtasks. A rough decomposition is depicted in Fig. 2 where the transformation process is subdivided into three distinct levels of processing. The gure also provides a view on the heterogeneous representation formats as they will be used to bridge between the di erent steps of the transformation. 
Multimedia

Low-level Vision
The processes on the sensory level start from digitized video frames (cf. Fig. 3 ) and serve for the automated construction of a symbolic computer-internal representation of the perceived scene. This processing of image sequences|as it is to be carried out by a vision system|concentrates on the recognition and tracking of visible objects. For Vitra-Soccer, sequences of up to 1000 images (40 seconds play back time) recorded with a stationary TV-camera during a game in the German professional soccer league, have been evaluated by our project partners at FhG-IITB in Karlsruhe 8] . The employed vision system performed a segmentation and cueing of moving objects by computing and analyzing displacement v ector elds. The calibration of the camera allowed for the transformation of trajectories from the image plane into world coordinates. In the soccer domain, segmentation becomes quite di cult because the moving objects cannot be regarded as rigid and occlusions occur very frequently. The as yet partial trajectories delivered by the vision component (see Fig. 1 ) required some manual completion in order to ensure a proper assignment of recognized object candidates to previously known players and the ball. Within the initial version of the system all mobile objects have been represented as centroids since a full 3D-reconstruction of the players from the kind of image sequence shown in Fig. 3 is simply not possible yet (see also 10] for related work using American football scenes). However, the work in 15] describes research on the model-based 3D-reconstruction of the movements of articulated bodies. With this approach, a cylindric representation and a kinematic model of human walking, which is based on medical data, is utilized for the incremental recognition of pedestrians. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the algorithm determines the 3D positions as well as the postures of a single moving person within a realworld image sequence. In addition to treating this example domain in Vitra as well 7], the approach for the geometric modeling of an articulated body has also been adopted in order to represent the players in the soccer domain. As an intermediate representation between low-level image analysis and highlevel scene analysis, we rely on the concept of the so-called geometrical scene description (GSD) which has been introduced by Neumann 13 ] as a representation for the intended output of the low-level vision process. The aim of this description format is to represent the original image sequence completely and without loss of information, i.e. the data in the GSD su ce (in principle) to reconstruct the raw images. Basically, the GSD contains information concerning visible objects and their locations over time, together with additional world knowledge about the objects. The GSD constitutes an idealized interface for an intelligent reporting system which is supposed to sit on top of a vision system. In applications, like o u r Vitra system, the GSD is restricted according to the practical needs. In Vitra, for example, only the trajectories of the moving objects are provided by the vision component. The stationary part of the GSD, an instantiated model of the static background, is fed into the system manually.
High-Level Scene Analysis
High-level scene analysis provides an interpretation of visual information and aims at recognizing conceptual units at a higher level of abstraction. The information structures resulting from such an analysis encode a deeper understanding of the time-varying scene to be described. They include spatial relations for the explicit characterization of spatial arrangements of objects, representations of recognized object movements, and further higher-level concepts such as representations of behaviour and interaction patterns of the agents observed.
As indicated at the end of Sect. 2.1, the GSD provides the input on which Vitra-Soccer performs high-level scene analysis. Within the GSD spatial information is encoded only implicitly. In analogy to prepositions, their linguistic counterparts, spatial relations provide a qualitative description of spatial aspects of object con gurations 1]. Each spatial relation characterizes a class of object con gurations by specifying conditions, such as the relative position of objects or the distance between them.
The characterization and interpretation of object movements in terms of motion events serves for the symbolic abstraction of spatio-temporal aspects of a time-varying scene. In Vitra-Soccer the recognition of such m o t i o n e v ents is based on generic event models, i.e., declarative descriptions of classes of interesting object movements and actions 3]. Besides the question of which e v ents are to be extracted from the GSD, it is decisive h o w the recognition process is realized. The most distinguishing feature of the Vitra-Soccer approach i s t h a t i t relies on an incremental strategy for event recognition. Rather than assuming a complete GSD before starting the recognition process (e.g. 13]), Vitra-Soccer assumes a GSD which will be constructed step by step and processed simultaneously as the scene progresses 8]. An example of an event de nition and a sketch of the recognition process is provided in Sect. 4 .
For human observers the interpretation of visual information also involves inferring the intentions, i.e. the plans and goals, of the observed agents (e.g., player A does not simply approach player B, but he tackles him). In the soccer domain the in uence of the agents' assumed intentions on the results of the scene analysis is particularly obvious. Given the position of players, their team membership and the distribution of roles in standard situations, stereotypical intentions can be inferred for each situation. Plan-recognition techniques may b e e m p l o yed for the automatic detection of presumed goals and plans of the acting agents 14]. With this approach, each element of the generic plan library contains information about necessary preconditions of the (abstract) action it represents as well as information about its intended e ect. A hierarchical organization is achieved through the decomposition and specialization relation. Observable events and spatial relations constitute the leaves of the plan hierarchy.
Multimedia Report Generation
The presentation component of a reporting system can be regarded as a special instantiation of the class of intelligent m ultimedia presentation systems as de ned in 6].
The interpretation of the perceived time-varying scene together with the original input data provides the required base material for the actual report generation. Depending on the user's information needs the system has to decide which propositions from the conceptual level should be communicated, to organize them and distribute them on several media. To accomplish these subtasks, operator-based approaches have become more and more popular in the User Interfaces community since they facilitate the handling of dependencies between choices (cf. 2, 5]).
The next step is the media-speci c presentation of information. In the simplest case, presentation means automatic retrieval of already available output units, e.g, canned text or recorded video clips. More ambitious approaches address the generation from scratch. In Vitra-Soccer, w e w ere able to base the generation of visual presentations on the camera-recorded visual data and on information obtained from various levels of image interpretation. For example, when generating live reports, original camera data may be directly included in the presentation by forwarding them to a video window. To o e r m o r e i n teresting visualization techniques, we implemented algorithms for data aggregation, display s t yle modi cations, and the visualization of inferred information.
The task of natural-language (NL) output generation is usually divided into text design and text realization. T ext design refers to the organization of input elements into clauses. This comprises the determination of the order in which t h e given input elements can be realized in the text and lexical choice. The results of text design are preverbal messages. These preverbal messages are the input for the text realization subtask which comprises grammatical encoding, linearization and in ection. Depending on the selected output mode, formulated sentences are then displayed in a text window or piped to a speech synthesis module. Several approaches to the generation of NL output have been tested within VitraSoccer. Besides templates, we used a text realization component which was based on the formalism of Lexicalized LD/LP Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG, 11]).
Task Coordination
An identi cation of subtasks as described above g i v es an idea of the processes that a multimedia reporting system has to maintain. The architectural organization of these processes is a crucial issue, especially when striving for a system that supports various presentation styles. For example, the automatic generation of live presentations calls (1) for an incremental strategy for the recognition of object movements and assumed intentions, and (2) for an adequate coordination of recognition and presentation processes. Also, there are various dependencies between choices in the presentation part. To cope with such dependencies, it seems unavoidable to interleave the processes for content determination, media selection and content realization.
3 RoCCo: A RoboCup Soccer Commentator System A practical goal of our current activities is the development of a prototype system called Rocco (RoboCup Commentator) that generates reports for RoboCup soccer games. As a rst step, we w i l l c o n c e n trate on matches of the simulator league which i n volves software agents only (as opposed to the di erent real robot leagues).
Technically, w e r e l y o n t h e R o b o C u p s i m ulator called Soccer Server 12], which is a network-based graphic simulation environment f o r m ultiple autonomous mobile robots in a two-dimensional space. The system provides a virtual soccer eld and allows client programs (i.e. software robots) to connect to the server and control a speci c player within the simulation (cf. Fig. 5 ). The Soccer Server environment includes in particular a graphical user interface to monitor object movements and the control messages. In addition, independent components in support of a three-dimensional visualization will be supplied as well (cf. 12]). The internal communication protocol used between simulator kernel and the monitor component can be exploited to access dynamic information concerning the time-varying scene generated through the simulation. These data serve as the geometrical scene description to be fed into our commentator system. Depending on basic criteria like the information requirements (complete description vs. summary), the reporting mode (simultaneous vs. retrospective), and the available media for presentation, a broad spectrum of potential presentation styles exists for a system like Rocco. F rom the variety of commonly used presentation forms in sports reporting we h a ve selected TV-style live reports as a starting point. To enable this reporting style, Rocco will comprise modules for the generation of text and 2D-animations (cf. Fig. 5 ). In its rst version, Rocco will generate a running report of the game and serve as an alternative f o r t h e original soccer monitor. For a further version we plan to incorporate a graphics generator in order to support additional reporting styles such as illustrated summaries.
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Interpretation of RoboCup Soccer Scenes
The requirements for the event recoginiton component o f Rocco are quite similar to those which h a ve guided the design of Vitra-Soccer. First of all, Rocco should be able to produce live reports. T h a t i s t h e s t r e a m o f c o n tinuously updated state information about an ongoing soccer game must be processed simultaneously as the game progresses. Moreover, if the presentation is to be focused on what is currently happening, it is very often necessary to describe object motions even while they occur. To enable such descriptions motion events have t o be recognized stepwise as they progress and event instances must be made available for further processing from the moment they are noticed rst. Therefore, Vitra-Soccer's approach to the incremental recognition of events seems quite appropriate for the new task, too.
Furthermore, it is desirable to facilitate the de nition and modi cation of event concepts. This is especially important because the set of interesting motion events in the simulation setting are certainly not completely identical to the motion events which we tried to capture from image sequences of real soccer games. Rather than coding event concepts in a pure procedural manner, VitraSoccer allows for declarative descriptions of classes of higher conceptual units capturing the spatio-temporal aspects of object motions. The event concepts are organized into an abstraction hierarchy, grounded on specialization (e.g., running is a moving) and temporal decomposition. Of course, this kind of modeling event concepts seems also appropriate for Rocco.
De nition of Events
Event concepts represent a priori knowledge about typical occurrences in a scene. To de ne event concepts we use representation constructs as shown in (cf. Fig.  6 ). The header slot indicates the event t ype to be de ned (here ball-transfer), and the number and types of objects which are involved in the occurrence of such an event. The slot conditions may be used to provide further constraints on variable instantiations. For example, according to the de nition, a ball-transfer event involves the ball and two p l a yers which m ust belong to the same team. The slot subconcepts lists all involved sub-events. Roughly speaking one can say that the occurrence of the event implies occurrences of all its subconcepts. However, the reverse syllogism does not necessarily hold since the temporal relationships between the occurrences must be considered. For this purpose the event de nition scheme comprises the slot temporal-relations which allows for the speci cation of timing information in an interval-based logics. For example, a ball-transfer event can only be recognized, if the three speci ed subevents occur sequentially without interuption.
Header: ( 
Event Recognition
The recognition of an event occurring in a particular scene corresponds to an instantiation of the respective generic event concept. In order to enable an incremental recognition of occurrences the declarative de nitions of event concepts are compiled into so-called course diagrams. Course diagrams are labeled directed graphs which are used to internally represent the prototypical progression of an event. The recognition of an occurrence can be thought o f a s t r a versing the course diagram, where the edge types are used for the de nition of the basic event predicates.
Since the distinction between events that have and those that have not occurred is insu cient, we have introduced the additional predicates start, proceed and stop which are used for the formulation of traversing conditions in the course diagrams. In contrast to the event speci cations described above, course diagrams rely on a discrete model of time, which is induced by the underlying sequence of digitized video frames. Course diagrams allow incremental event recognition, since exactly one edge per unit of time is traversed. However, by means of constraint-based temporal reasoning, course diagrams are constructed automatically from the interval-based concept de nitions 9].
The derived course diagram for the concept ball-transfer is shown in Fig. 7 . As can be seen from the labels of the edges and the traversing conditions the event starts if a has-ball event stops and the ball is free. The event proceeds as long as the ball is moving free and stops when the recipient ( w h o m ust be a teammate) has gained possession of the ball. Consequently, several recognition automata for the same event type may run concurrently to capture simultaneous occurrences of a certain event t ype.
Report Planning
To plan the contents and the structure of a soccer report, we rely on the planbased approach w h i c h has been originally developed for the Wip presentation system 2, 5]. The main idea behind this approach is to formalize action sequences for composing multimedia material as operators of a planning system. The e ect of a planning operator refers to a complex communicative goal (e.g., describe the scene) while the expressions in the body specify which communicative acts have to be executed in order to achieve this goal.
Starting from a presentation goal, the planner looks for operators whose e ect subsumes the goal. If such an operator is found, all expressions in the body of the operator will be set up as new subgoals. The planning process terminates if all subgoals have been expanded to elementary generation tasks which are forwarded to the media-speci c generators. For the rst prototype of Rocco the main emphasis will be on the planning of verbal comments which will be realized by a text generator.
To utilize the plan-based approach for RoboCup reports, we had to de ne additional strategies for scene description. For example, the strategy shown in Fig. 8 m a y b e u s e d t o v erbally describe a sequence of events by informing the user about the main events (e.g., team-attack) and to provide more details about the subevents (e.g., kick). While s-inform is an elementary act that is directly forwarded to the text generator, elaborate-subevents has to be further re ned, e.g., by applying the strategy shown in Fig. 9 . It informs the user about all salient subevents and provides more details about the agents involved. To determine the salience of an event, factors such as its frequency of occurrence, the complexity of its generic event model, the salience of involved objects and the area in which it takes place are taken into account (see also 3]). All events are described in their temporal order. The strategies de ned in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 can be used to generate a posteriori scene descriptions. They presuppose that the input data from which relevant information has to be selected are given a priori. Since both strategies iterate over complete lists of temporally ordered events, the presentation process cannot start before the interpretation of the whole scene is completed.
However, Rocco should also be able to generate live reports. Here, input data are continuously delivered by a s c e n e i n terpretation system and the presentation planner has to react immediately to incoming data. In such a situation, no global organization of the presentation is possible. Instead of collecting scene data and organizing them (e.g., according to their temporal order as in the rst two strategies), the system has to locally decide which e v ent should be reported next considering the current situation. Such behavior is re ected by the strategy shown in Fig. 10 . In contrast to the strategy shown in Fig. 9 , events are selected
